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Metanarratives remind readers that "literary fiction is not a window onto, or a mirror of, the real world but a fabrication that temporarily deludes us into believing that 'real' people are engaged in 'real' events" (Lewis 93) . They clarify how postmodern picture books are self-consciously staged. By commenting on or drawing attention to the process of creating fiction, metafictive picture books make us think of who is doing the creating and how that creation happens. Stories within stories, intertextuality, narrators who directly address readers or other characters, and discontinuous narratives are some of the devices used to draw readers' attention to how a text works; more important, these devices foreground how a text works as a piece of fiction.
Metafictiveness in picture books can also occur when characters take on the authorial role. Indeed, many metafictive picture books-such as Chloe and the Lion (2012) by Mac Barnett and Adam Rex, Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Book? (2002) by Lauren Child, Little Mouse's Big Book of Fears (2008) by Emily Gravett, No Bears (2012) by Meg McKinlay and Leila Rudge, and Battle Bunny (2013) by Jon Sciezska, Mac Barnett, and Matt Myers-are based on the premise that the characters create at least part of the story that they are in. Moreover, these picture books are metafictive primarily because the characters actively challenge the writing or storytelling process; their playfulness depends primarily on readers interacting with the creator and reaching an understanding of who that creator actually is, in order for the story's meaning to become complete. In "Writing the Reader," Claudia Nelson articulates how children's metafiction "brings to light not only children's readiness to enter into the criticism of adult authority but also the awareness of this readiness on the part of certain adult authors and illustrators" (233). Put another way, metafictive picture books educate young readers not just about what books do, but how they do it; the process of reading metafictive picture books situates control and agency not just somewhere outside the reader, but, as some of these authors and illustra-tors contend, outside the author and illustrator as well. The purpose of this study is to navigate the complex relationships among creators, characters, and readers, keeping in mind the different levels of fictionality that exist within and outside of the text.
Herein, I focus in particular on two metafictive picture books, Chloe and the Lion and Little Mouse's Big Book of Fears (henceforth Little Mouse) . In Chloe and the Lion, both author and illustrator assume roles as characters in the picture book and work together to create a story, thereby explicitly extending issues of control and ownership to the contents of the text itself. When the illustratorcharacter fails to follow the instructions of the author-character, the ensuing battle dramatizes the debate over whether words or pictures have more power and what kind of agency each contributes to the narrative. Little Mouse differs in that it contains no explicit struggle for authority and ownership; rather, the title character uses the book as an opportunity to record her fear of spiders, the dark, cats, dogs, birds, sharp knives, and getting lost, among other things: she is literally chased from page to page, even as she writes down her fears and illustrates them. Little Mouse physically affects the book's contents by nibbling on the pages and at times even making holes, thereby supporting the illusion that she is literally inside the book.
In both of these picture books, characters assume an authorial role, stepping into the world of the picture book to consciously "create" another text using words, images, or both. Not only are multiple characters involved in telling the story, but the characters (and in one instance, images of the author and illustrator themselves) also assume the symbolic roles of "Author" and "Illustrator" within the text. Multiple levels of reality exist in the world of these metafictive picture books that complicate the reading experience. Broadly speaking, these books contain three levels: the completely fictive world of the text that the characters presumably "create," the fictive reality of the text, and the reality of the individual reader. I explain this by creating an analogy to a thrust theater stage, represented by three concentric semicircles as depicted in figure 1 . The innermost semicircle represents the narrative created by the authorial characters, which constitutes the first level of the staged story being told. The second semicircle, usually reserved in a theater for the orchestra, represents the space in which the authorial characters perform (supporting the action on stage, not unlike the orchestra). These authorial characters are markedly different from the characters that they "create"; they can also address the reader or be addressed by their creations, as denoted by the dotted line. In other words, they can affect both the fiction of the text and the reader's reality. Finally, the outermost semicircle, traditionally occupied by the audience, denotes the world of the real reader, presented as someone who can observe all these interactions and draw his or her own conclusions. I thus use the terms "staged" to represent the completely fictive world that the characters presumably "create"; "fictive reality" to refer to the reality internal to the text, in which the situation is real for the characters (as opposed to the fiction they have created); and "reader's reality" to represent the reality of real readers outside of the text. The term "fictive reality" calls attention to the idea that the secondary world in the text is merely a conscious imitation of any individual reader's reality. These different levels of "reality" arguably complicate the usually straightforward reading process. Figure 1 . The concentric semicircles depict the different levels of the metafictive picture book: the completely fictive world of the text that the characters presumably "create" is at the very center, encompassed by the fictive reality of the text, which in turn is encompassed by the reader's reality. Seymour Chatman's model of the narrative-communication situation, already familiar to most readers of this journal, helps explain the linearity of the narrative transaction. Chatman's model proposes that the communication between a "Real Author" and a "Real Reader," both of whom exist outside the text, filters through several agents that exist in, and are intrinsic to, the narrative, such as the implied author, the narrator, and the implied reader (151). The two metafictive picture books mentioned above, however, vex the relationships between author versus illustrator and author versus character-with implications for the character as one type of consumer and the reader as a different type of consumer.
In Chloe and the Lion, author and illustrator vie for control; in Little Mouse, author and character vie for control. Put another way, characters struggle to gain control over the narrative in a way that mimics how authors gain control over readers. In both books, author/illustrators and characters are conflated; in Little Mouse, the implied reader is also implicated in a conflation that merges author, character, and reader. While both books rely on Chatman's depiction of the real author creating an implied author who creates a narrator-who creates a narratee, who in turn creates an implied reader-they simultaneously show that Chatman's model can also be performed at times in ways that are more recursive than linear. The multiple levels of reality at work in these texts result in the emergence of a subcategory of metafictive picture books that I term "staged metafiction." Unlike many traditional metafictive picture books, which merely call attention to the book as an artifact and consequently to the reading process, staged metafictive picture books go one step further and complicate the roles and responsibilities of the different agents in the narrative process. Paradoxically, therefore, while (both real and implied) readers are still expected to fill in the gaps as they read, the homogenization of roles actively challenges their autonomy over the narrative. The following sections examine Chloe and the Lion and Little Mouse as staged metafictive narratives that are designed to help real readers better understand the interactions that occur among the complex roles of author, illustrator, character, and reader. They also offer a potential critique of staged metafictive picture books for providing real readers with only an illusion of control over the narrative.
Author versus Illustrator in Chloe and the Lion
Chloe and the Lion is rife with issues of control and agency. The opening endpaper asks, "Whose book is this?", thereby hinting at the struggle that is to follow. Chloe and the Lion is narrated by Mac Barnett, a clay-sculpture-character (meant to resemble the book's real author, Mac Barnett); he claims to be the author of the story. He introduces another clay-sculpture-character, Adam Rex (who in turn resembles the book's real illustrator, Adam Rex), as the illustrator. Based on the descriptions of the author and illustrator on the back cover, the real author and illustrator and the implied author and illustrator, respectively, are meant to overlap, implying that the struggle for control that is said to be going on between the implied author and illustrator may extend to the real author and illustrator as well. A large part of the narrative featuring one of the title characters, Chloe, takes place on a two-dimensional stage, complete with cardboard cutouts that make the backdrop as seen in figure 2. Mac and Adam, the creators of the story, occupy a second level. As three-dimensional claysculpture-characters, they are meant to be more realistic than Chloe and the lion (the other title character), who are both two-dimensional. Not only does the picture book thus position the real reader as part of an audience watching a play, but the setting also performs a lot like a stage. All the characters-author, illustrator, title character-and their actions influence each other regardless of the staged space or fictive reality that each occupies. For the sake of convenience, I will refer to the implied author and illustrator (that is, the author-character and illustrator-character) as Mac and Adam, respectively, and to the real author and illustrator of the picture book as Barnett and Rex. Mac narrates a story about Chloe, who likes to collect loose change so that she can ride the merry-go-round. However, one day she gets lost in the forest, and a lion attacks her. The story undergoes a drastic change when Adam draws a dragon instead of a lion because "a dragon would be cooler" (Barnett and Rex) . illustrations are not exactly what Mac wants, and Mac (after several attempts to illustrate his own story) is forced to write Chloe on a quest to save Adam. Due to space limitations, I will focus my study primarily on the interactions that occur at the most basic levels of the text: at the staged, two-dimensional level of Chloe's story, and the three-dimensional fictive reality of the story's creators.
Mac, the Author-Character
Cover pages and title pages are of utmost importance with regard to the construction of the author. As Gérard Genette states in Paratexts, "with respect to cover and title page, it is the publisher who presents the author, somewhat as certain film producers present both the film and its director. If the author is the guarantor of the text (auctor), this guarantor himself has a guarantor-the publisher-who 'introduces' him and names him" (46; emphasis in orig.). The first page of Chloe and the Lion is a clever replica of the title page; however, instead of the publisher certifying the author as genuine, the author-character introduces himself. Mac peeps out at readers from the endpapers and promptly attracts attention by establishing himself explicitly as the author (and implicitly as the guarantor) of the text in the replicated title page; the ability to directly address readers and take charge of the narrative infuses him with a sense of control over the story. For a large part of the narrative, Mac fulfils the role of "author" in the traditional sense of the term, whereby "the author provides the basis for explaining not only the presence of certain events in a work, but also their transformations, distortions, and diverse modifications" (Foucault 214) . Mac goes on to introduce the other characters, often writing them into his story even as he introduces them. He is able to adjust his tale according to outside influences, creating and eliminating characters as the narrative proceeds. In fact, his words are so powerful that his narrative both directly and indirectly influences the three-dimensional fictive reality outside the two-dimensional staged world of his story.
Not only does Mac assume responsibility for the telling of the tale, he also believes that his narrative is the most "authentic" and reliable with regard to the other characters that exist in the text's fictive reality. The notion of écriture, or the written word, is very strong in the text; writing appears on the stage-page as Mac tells his tale, and the authoritative yet neutral black text is visible to both the reader and other characters identifying it as the "original" tale. Personal conversations between Mac, Adam, and Hank, however, involve what Maria Nikolajeva and Carole Scott term "intraiconic text" ("words appearing inside pictures [that] in some way [comment] on or [contradict] the primary verbal narrative" [118] ) and appear in speech bubbles. As intraiconic texts, the personal narratives provide a metafictive comment on both narratives. They also reinforce real and implied readers' interpretative strategies on Mac's behalf. For instance, in the frame following the double-page spread where Adam draws a dragon instead of a lion, Chloe and the dragon stay frozen in the backdrop and look to the author-character for instructions about how to proceed. More important, both storylines-Chloe and the lion and Adam's rescue-can proceed only if Mac finishes writing the story, thereby bringing the tale to its (not so) logical conclusion.
In "The Author's Perspective," Claudia Mills notes that "most authors . . . experience the surprises that come to us as we write, [the things] that our characters do or say that lead the story into a completely unexpected direction" (380). Mills attributes agency to her characters, an agency that suggests that they can influence the real author outside the world of the text. Despite the troubling ontological implications of such a suggestion, Mac seems to share this worldview, as Chloe seamlessly slips through the staged dimensions of the story to interact with the author-character in his fictive reality. Chloe leaves the space of the two-dimensional stage and directly addresses Mac when the latter (having fired Hank) decides to illustrate his story himself. Although Mac is able to conjure up a new illustrator once he fires Adam, the same stance does not work twice, hinting that écriture is not, in fact, infallible. His writing that he is the illustrator of the book, "This is me, Mac. I am the author and illustrator of the book," does not change the "truth" and make him an illustrator (emphasis in orig.). Chloe, therefore, is forced to step out of her frame and convince Mac that he cannot give up. Here, Chloe does seem to have agency: she takes control of the story for a short while, if only to get herself drawn better. However, the font of the text remains "written"-that is, it appears typed in the same font as Mac's narration of Chloe's story-as opposed to the intraiconic speech bubbles used to represent the conversation between the three-dimensional characters in the text's fictive reality.
Chloe's words, therefore, remain part of the staged story; arguably, the words are still part of Mac's writing process, except that they are now being directed at Mac himself rather than at other characters in the tale. Chloe simultaneously empathizes with Mac and critiques his work. In fact, her unmoored positioning in the white space of the fictive reality can be interpreted as identifying her with Mac's conscience in her attempt to be objective and provide him with advice. Chloe then moves back to her original position on the (literal) stage, waiting for further instructions from the author-character. Her agency can be read as an extension of Mac's agency: the author-character empowers, encourages, and critiques himself through his own words and character(s). Mac and Chloe, therefore, already seem to complicate the linearity of Chatman's narrativecommunication situation, as the implied author represents the real author and is influenced by his own creation(s) even as he narrates. This complexity is further problematized by the presence of the implied illustrator, who also vies for agency and control over the narrative.
Adam, the Illustrator-Character
Perry Nodelman explains that we generally consider what we are told by a first-person narrator as subjective and the accompanying pictures as objective: "[Pictures] make the words comic by making them outrageously incomplete, only a half truth, and by making their incompleteness so obvious" (224). Regarding picture books in general, Nodelman states that the fact that "visual images do actually resemble the objects they represent means that they cannot force a subjective attitude towards the objects depicted as directed and as efficiently as verbal imagery does" (229). In Chloe and the Lion, however, the implied illustrator willfully draws a dragon instead of a lion. Since Adam actively defies Mac's words, the pictures not only strategically block the words but also contribute to the formation of their own narrative. The ironic interplay between word and image requires an interpretative act, and it is up to the real reader to make sense of it and give the story meaning; however, as the appearance of the dragon demonstrates, Adam's illustrations have a clear purpose. Moreover, Adam can draw outside the two-dimensional, staged story of the text, thereby making visible both his intent and the extent of his control and agency.
Adam successfully demonstrates his control over the story, implying that there would be no picture book without him. After Adam draws a dragon instead of a lion, Mac goes on a rant, asserting that he (Mac) is the author of the book and is therefore "in charge of what happens." He adds, "So if I say Chloe found a birthday present on the ground, the next page better have a picture of a big, pretty birthday present wrapped up in silver and tied with a pink bow." An image of Mac wrapped in silver with a pink bow on his head follows immediately on the verso; Adam is able to counteract Mac's texts and threats with his pencil. While there is a seeming discrepancy between word and image that the reader is expected to fill, it is important to note that here both words and images are equally subjective. The reader, therefore, only has access to what the illustrator wants him/her to read, and meaning-making is-to a large extent-controlled by the latter. Adam unexpectedly manipulates the reader's traditional understanding of pictures as an "ironic comment on words" (Nodelman 224 ) by highlighting limitations to Mac's telling of a story and making his subject position felt.
Read as a tool to undermine authority, then, the illustrations tell a completely different tale from the words, depending on how one chooses to interpret them. On the one hand, Mac seems more reliable than Adam as he officially performs his authorial function 2 ; on the other hand, Mac himself seems to acknowledge the importance of having Adam illustrate for him, which complicates the real reader's understanding of traditional authorial roles. Moreover, Mac's acknowledgment has implications in the fictive reality of the text. Toward the middle of the picture book, Mac realizes that he cannot draw (at all), and that he needs good (read: Adam's) illustrations if he is to complete his story. A corresponding interpretation of the illustrations is that Chloe has been drawn so badly that she is compelled to step out of the book and convince Mac to patch things up with Adam. Even the lion agrees to cough Adam up so that he too can be drawn better, demonstrating that good illustrations are essential to any picture book. Both author and title characters, then, rely on the illustrations as much as they do on the words; Chloe's and the lion's existence and intentions depend equally on the author and illustrator characters. Finally, although the text differentiates between good and bad illustrations, the staged metafictive nature of the picture book directs attention to the fact that different illustrators bring different illustrative elements into the text. For instance, when Mac asks Hank to draw him a lion, he asks for a scarier lion, "you know, more like Adam would draw him." This comment brings different subject positions into the text, thereby adding to the illustrator character's agency. A possible interpretation is that since Chloe was first illustrated by Adam, Mac invariably tries to replicate his work, which sets him up for inevitable failure. Each illustrator, therefore, has a particular style, which in turn contributes to the tale. It is clear from the above discussion that the person who illustrates plays an important role in the narrative, with regard to both creation and interpretation.
In "The Drama of Potentiality in Metafictive Picturebooks," Andrea Schwenke Wyile likens picture books to plays: "Readers of picturebooks are part audience, part actors, and part director-producer, though the degree of involvement required is somewhat contingent on the picturebook in question" (177). While it is true that "the audience is called upon to perform in the production of meaning" (178) in the case of most metafictive picture books, as Schwenke Wyile argues, there is not as much reader participation regarding staged metafictive picture books. Although real readers might question who has the most agency with regard to the narrative-author, illustrator, or character-the readers themselves don't necessarily control the narrative in a significant way. Put another way, the interactions of the author, illustrator, and title characters can be likened to a comedy being staged for the benefit of the (real and implied) reader. The various situations are ludicrous: Adam draws on Mac, Chloe steps out of her own story because she does not like how she has been illustrated, and Adam speaks to Mac on an old-fashioned telephone from inside the lion's stomach. These comic twists ensure that real and implied readers are not distanced from the narrative even though readers don't contribute to the characters' actions in any way; the funny and fast-paced narrative guarantees that they will turn the page to see what happens next, but this does not mean that the text is necessarily interactive. As a matter of fact, how much of the text is subjective or can be left to reader interpretation is debatable, although it does subtly ask larger questions regarding the creation of the (staged, fictive, and real) narrative.
Creator and Reader-Consumer in Little Mouse's Big Book of Fears
While Chloe and the Lion clearly relinquishes all authorial control to the established roles of author and illustrator, not all staged metafictive picture books profess to do so. Little Mouse allegedly gives real and implied readers a chance to create their own narrative. The following section examines the agency and control of the reader-consumer versus that of the character-creator, 3 and the implications that arise when the two are merged, as in the case of Little Mouse.
Little Mouse is an almost journalistic recording of the title character's effort to overcome her fears. Readers are explicitly told in the front endpaper that "everyone is scared of something" and that "Emily Gravett's Big Book of Fears is the essential book to help you overcome your phobias" (emphasis in orig.); the implied reader is encouraged to draw, write, and make a collage. The following pages are blank; the top left corner has the name of a phobia along with its definition, and reader-consumers are invited to "Use the space below to record [their] fears." Moreover, the fears that Little Mouse seems to record correspond with the phobias named on each page, as if she is indeed writing for therapy. The book is notably tactile: apart from the numerous drawings and collages, the ends of the pages look nibbled on, and often there are physical holes in the book, where Little Mouse has presumably gnawed through to get from one page to the next. This picture book, too, exists on three broad levels. Little Mouse's journaling functions as the staged setting. Not only are the illustrations and collages visibly different on this level, but like Chloe in Chloe and the Lion, the mouse's creations seem to have some agency as they chase her from page to page. Multiple aspects of the book constitute its fictive reality: here, the fictive reality represents the material reality of Emily Gravett's Big Book of Fears as a space for recording one's fears. The holes on the cover and title page support the illusion that the mouse is present outside the original workbook; also, although Little Mouse and her pencil are both two-dimensional, they are very different from the pencil sketches that the mouse allegedly creates. Finally, there is the reality of the real reader, who can see the mouse in the book and follow her adventures throughout the pages. It is important to remember that the original author of the book exists in both the fictive reality of the workbook and the reader's reality. That is, in the fictive reality, the overall design is "Emily Gravett"'s (the author who exists in the fictive reality), while individual contributions belong to Little Mouse; however, all of the above has been created by the author Emily Gravett, who exists as a real person in the reader's reality.
As shown in figure 3 , Little Mouse addresses the question of being a particular kind of book, a secondhand "used" workbook that presumably the reader has bought, whose quality is "poor, scribbled in," and reflects "rodent damage" (back cover). Control and agency have been handed over to the potential reader-consumer. Unlike Chloe and the Lion, in which Mac and Adam struggle with each other for agency, Little Mouse conflates the roles of author, illustrator, character, and reader-consumer; the blank workbook-like pages of the book originally identified as Emily Gravett's Big Book of Fears become an invitation to the implied reader to contribute to the creation of the book as an ongoing product. Moreover, the mouse seems to demonstrate explicitly her authority over (and subsequently, ownership of) the book by scratching out "Emily Gravett's" from the front cover and the title page, and paw-writing "Little Mouse's" in its place (see figure 3 ). Both the cover page and the title page have a picture of the mouse, who seems to have chewed through the pages in such a way that she is visible on multiple levels. In a sense, the mouse "introduces" herself to the reader and literally consumes the pages to establish agency and control over the text, despite what is presented as the original intent of the publisher. Interpreted in this way, the mouse's story (told in first person) is hers to tell.
Little Mouse effectively adds textual materials to the book, including newspaper articles, postcards, photographs, a sheet of music, feathers (which she anthropomorphizes), maps, and brochures, which are taped, stapled, or paperclipped to the pages. Coupled with Little Mouse's notes, these tactile appendages-although not meaningful on their own-contribute to the authenticity of her tale. Reviewer Charlotte Higgins reports in The Guardian that rodents did indeed contribute to the creation of Little Mouse. Gravett's daughters' rats, Button and Mr. Moo (who exist in the reader's reality), "proved indispensable," for they "nibbled away at pieces of paper, temptingly covered by Gravett with yoghurt, to create chewed edges and tooth-bitten textures for the book." Higgins goes on to note that Gravett used rat urine as "'paint' for making the edges look 'properly ratted,'" for, according to Gravett, "rat pee dries yellowish." According to David Lewis, interactive picture books of this type tempt attention away from the story to the paper engineering, where the emphasis is not so much on the manipulation of the text as it is on the physical book itself. This holds true, at least partially, in Little Mouse, where the texture of the (chewed up) pages along with the collage of pictures and illustrations serve to "foreground the nature of the book as an object, an artefact to be handled and manipulated as well as read" (Lewis 98 ). Arguably, the paper engineering-with regard to the texture of the book, its coloring, and the use of collage-all contribute not just to the originality of the text but to Little Mouse's fictive reality as well. The book, then, functions as a backdrop against which Little Mouse performs the act of writing, exhibiting a sense of ownership and agency over the text.
Lewis notes that the size and location of separate illustrations on the page, when read together, affect our understanding of the story (112). The mouse is close to the picture plane, making it clear how very small she really is. Her illustrations and collages, however, are much larger than she is, sometimes exceeding the space provided in the double-page spread. Little Mouse gets (literally) tangled in her narrative, blurring the boundary between reality and representation: feathers look malevolently at Little Mouse, and (the pencil drawing of) an owl chases her to the next page; there are photographs of her getting sucked down a drain with only her pencil to keep her afloat; she hangs off the edge of a very large map. Despite the fact that the fears are recorded on the staged level of the picture book, it is apparent that just writing about them gives the fears a life of their own. Consequently, the fears affect the mouse in her fictive reality, and Little Mouse reacts to her creations as though they really existed. The mouse also has no control over her fears, staged or otherwise: the collage format ensures that parts of images are repeated in other pages, indicating that just because Little Mouse has written about/illustrated one fear does not necessarily mean that she is over that fear in any way. As Rebecca-Anne C. Do Rozario observes, "the pencil is Little Mouse's primary tool for rewriting the text as Writing may indeed have a cathartic effect. I argue, however, that Little Mouse deals with her fears primarily through the process of authoring her narrative, rather than by "rewriting" the text, as Do Rozario suggests. Little Mouse, therefore, stages the author function, not just providing a sense of control and authenticity with regard to the text but also demonstrating the agency that she has gained through the writing process. Since the mouse represents at once the author, the character, and the reader-consumer, the linearity of Chatman's model is challenged; Little Mouse manipulates the reader's understanding of her narrative-and, by extension, of the original narrative as well. Consequently, although Little Mouse seems to be a comment on the role of reader-as-author, the real reader who exists outside the fictive reality of the text has little agency over the narrative. Constantly guided (or distracted) by the mouse in her various roles as creator, character, and consumer, readers cannot even decide how they would like to read. Rather than use the space to record their own fears as the front endpaper suggests, readers are forced to experience Little Mouse's fictive reality with her as she flees from one (staged) fear to the next.
In "The Critical Reader in Children's Metafiction," Joe Sutliff Sanders points out that "any discomfort inspired by metafiction is blunted by the solace and empowerment that come from relationships with books, books that are true in that they are factually correct and that they are loyal sources of support for their readers" (351). Indeed, the narrative of Little Mouse is "factually correct" and a "loyal [source] of support" for the mouse-writer, which in turn reminds the real reader that literacy grants readers freedom, pleasure, and empowerment (352). Moreover, the layers of material on each page contribute to the subplots of the narrative and add to the intertextuality of the text. One double-page spread, for instance, has a newspaper cutout with the headline "Mouse numbers slashed!" over the image of a farmer's wife holding up three mouse tails that she presumably chopped off with a carving knife (Gravett) . This article is preceded by a black-and-white photograph of three tailless blind mice, each using a white cane to help find a plate of cheese visible in the backdrop. Here, the nursery rhyme "Three Blind Mice," invoked by photographs of the blind mice and the news article with the farmer's wife holding aloft their tails, contributes to Little Mouse's fictive reality; the article can be folded out to reveal an advertisement for "three fab knives," which shows that the incident might be repeated. Intertextuality occurs again in the double-page spread in which Little Mouse is scared of loud noises, as the striking clock can be linked back to the nursery rhyme "Hickory Dickory Dock." Little Mouse's fears of knives, of loud noises, and of clocks, then, are not only justified; the frightening objects also actually exist. In other words, although the boundaries between the reader's reality and Little Mouse's fictive reality get explored by the real reader during the reading experience, the fact remains that the mouse's fears as they exist in her fictive reality contribute directly to her reliability as a writer writing about her experiences.
Finally, the endpaper's "original" printed dedication, "to anyone who suffers from Musophobia (Fear of mice)," has been crossed out, and a new dedication to "The fabulous rats Button and Mr. Moo, who taught me everything I know about nibbling," has been written instead. A photograph of (what can assumed to be) the two rats who exist in the real author's reality is pinned to the dedication, presumably by Little Mouse. Here, Gravett is creating the fictive reality that Button and Mr. Moo are Little Mouse's friends and not her own family's pets, further complicating the staged metafictive text. Not only does this device indicate that Little Mouse seems to have taken complete control over the book, it also suggests that once again, the levels of reality between the original author Emily Gravett (who exists both in the reader's reality and the mouse's fictive reality) and Little Mouse as co-creator/character/consumer become conflated. Acknowledging Button's and Mr. Moo's contributions also demonstrates Little Mouse's influence over the reader's reality. In effect, Little Mouse brings together the three levels of the staged metafictive picture book, commenting on both the real reader's interactive meaning-making of a particular text and the title character's subsequent authority over that text. Since Little Mouse is representative of the co-creator, the character, and the reader-consumer, the staged metafictive nature of the picture book gives her control over the real reader, who exists outside her fictive reality.
Here, there is an obvious tension between the teleological narrative structure and the agency exhibited by the real reader. Like metafictive picture books, staged metafictive picture books encourage play and provide readers with an enabling space in which they are given the opportunity-and perhaps even permission-not to treat the book as a "sacred object"; paradoxically, although an invitation is issued, it is not always accepted, and in some cases there is little room for acceptance. In Little Mouse, for instance, watching the mouse narrator-character create her narrative will perhaps inspire young readers to assume ownership of their books and even plan to use this picture book's space creatively. Real readers of Little Mouse, however, have little space to assume ownership of Little Mouse's book, partly because of her scribbles and partly because of the paper engineering (also credited to Little Mouse). Real readers, therefore, only have pseudo-agency. They cannot change or affect the narrative structure in a significant way-or even circumvent the narrative structure established by Little Mouse to create their own story-without rejecting or destroying it. Contrary to the situation in most metafictive picture books, then, real readers are more likely to allow themselves to be led through the narrative than to question the mouse's authority over the text, especially since she seems to exhibit some of the main tenets of author function, including ownership, agency, and reliability (see Foucault 216) .
Staging Control of Staged Metafictive Picture Books
The dynamics between word and image and among author, illustrator, and reader are extremely complex. The staged metafictiveness of Chloe and the Lion and Little Mouse comments on real readers' control and agency and expects them to fill in the gaps between words and images to make sense of the characters' fictive reality. Paradoxically, however, readers' control over the narrative is constantly thwarted by the characters who actively take charge of the storytelling process by explicitly or implicitly demonstrating their individual authority. In both cases, then, the linearity of Chatman's model is challenged; consequently, the real reader merely has the illusion of control, as meaning-making is mediated and orchestrated by various characters in the fictive reality of the book.
In Chloe and the Lion, neither Mac nor Adam sticks to his well-defined role of author or illustrator. Mac tries unsuccessfully to illustrate his own story, motivating Chloe to rescue him and Adam on two separate occasions. The real reader sees Adam in the process of writing on the dedication page even as he is being introduced: Mac's dedication reads "To Adam Rex," and Adam looks a bit startled, implying that the words might be manipulated. More important, both words and images have implications in the three-dimensional fictive reality of the author and illustrator characters, as demonstrated by Chloe stepping out of her frame and by the badly illustrated title characters. There is a constant battle between the effort to control the illustrations with words (when Mac makes the lion eat Adam) and the effort to resist control with illustrations (Adam draws a dragon when Mac explicitly asks for a lion). While this struggle makes it hard for readers to decide who has more control over the narrative, the division of labor and the obvious performance of the author function by the author and illustrator characters limit real readers' actual agency in "creating" the story. Indeed, the staged metafictive picture book might raise questions regarding the creation of the real text, such as "Who designed the stop-animation characters?" and "Was Mac's illustration of Chloe also illustrated by Rex?" These questions foreground the principle that the author and illustrator in the reader's reality have more control over the creation of the text than the reader does.
The little authority that the real reader does have is challenged in Little Mouse, in which the mouse performs the roles of co-creator, character, and readerconsumer. While the purpose of the book seems to be the creation of the text itself, particularly to show how anyone-adult, child, or even mouse-can participate in the act of creation, the staged metafictive picture book paradoxically takes away agency from the reader-consumer. Little Mouse's staged narrative and fictive reality become enmeshed, and the title character actively directs the real reader's attention to different parts of the book, limiting his/her freedom to make meaning. The tactile materials that make up Little Mouse's fictive reality manipulate not just the real reader's understanding of the original text, but also how it is read. By performing the role of reader-consumer, Little Mouse temporarily usurps the role of the implied reader and directs the attention of the real reader to her narrative; the real reader is expected to lift flaps, unfold maps, and read postcards in order to get the complete picture. This is further complicated by the fact that the author, Emily Gravett, presumably exists in both the fictive reality of the text and in the reader's reality. Rewriting the title of the book to include Little Mouse on both the cover and title pages, then, reiterates Little Mouse's authority over only that book to which she has contributed, and not all such books that follow a similar format. The real reader who exists outside the fictive reality of the text presumably has some control over the "original" Emily Gravett's Big Book of Fears; Little Mouse merely signifies one reader, and her control and authority do not extend to all the books in the market. With regard to Little Mouse, however, since the title character functions as the co-creator, character, and consumer, the real reader has little agency to extend or manipulate the narrative.
To say that the authorial characters "create" the staged narrative and fictive reality does not take into account the possibility of children asking what the "real story" is. It also does not account for the fact that there needs to be a real reader reading the book in the reader's reality for the metafictive elements to make meaning. Nonetheless, real readers cannot ignore the point that there are three distinct levels in the staged metafictive picture book, and that characters exhibiting author function can influence all three levels to some extent. In other words, meaning-making-of the staged narrative and the fictive reality-is directly choreographed by the authorial characters, and conflating the roles of author, illustrator, character, and reader takes away some of the control that real readers might have over the text. Therefore, while traditional metafictive picture books might imply that the two or more narratives (either dependent or independent of each other) require a reader to take an active role in making sense of the narrative(s), the real reader's autonomy over staged metafictive picture books is largely illusory; real readers' freedom to "play" as they make meaning is curtailed so that the author-narrator-character can take over the telling of the tale. Paradoxically, therefore, reader empowerment in a staged metafictive picture book itself seems to be "staged," even as the nonlinearity of the narrative process implies reader involvement.
Notes
